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A mathematical mystery of Calculations.The fearsome pirate Black Beard has buried his gold, and

you have the map that leads the way. If you fail, you will be trapped inside the Cavern forever!Make

your way through these thrilling adventure, using your math skills to decide how the plot unfolds.

Complete your mission and become a math whiz at the same time! Finding the answers will enable

readers to advance through an exciting adventure story.
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These books are so much fun! And that is coming from someone who hates math! I taught fifth

grade and even then teaching math was my least favorite part of the day. I did my best to make it

fun with activities because I learned that when I did the children were more involved and keen to

learn. (Not to mention I enjoyed it more as well!) This book embraces that philosophy. It combines

math with choose your own adventure stories! Remember those books and how much fun it was to

choose what you wanted to have happen next and then turn to the page directed with your choice to

read the outcome? This is the same idea, only instead of choosing what you want to happen in the

story based on a whim you are on a mission, in this case to find a hidden treasure, and you run

across puzzles that need to be solved in order to do so.Each puzzle is a simple math problem with

two possible answers listed. You choose an answer after solving the problem then head to the page



directed where you are greeted with another problem to solve and so on and so forth. If you make

the wrong choice, no worries! The outcome will tell you it was incorrect, often with a little explanation

as to why you likely were, then send you back the right path. The story is simple and appealing with

enough mystery and fun to keep readers wanting to go further and further until they solve the

adventure. I highly recommend this book for budding young mathematicians as well as the hesitant

ones. *I received this book in exchange for an honest opinion, which this is.

Another clue book in a series with choices on what page to go to next. Fun and different.
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